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MENUS-PLAISIRS
LES TROISGROS

“...mesmerizing...”
– Manohla Dargis,
The New York Times
“Perhaps [Wiseman’s] most delightful subject ever.”
— Alissa Wilkinson, Vox

MENUS-PLAISIRS
LES TROISGROS

A film by Frederick Wiseman

Saturday & Sunday, January 13 & 14 / 1 pm
at the Wexner Center for the Arts
GET TICKETS NOW AT WEXARTS.ORG

A Zipporah Films Release

Frederick Wiseman’s 44th documentary takes us to central France and Troisgros — a Michelin 3-star restaurant owned and operated by the same family for four generations, and destination for gastronomes from around the world. Behind the scenes, we are privy to passionate debates among the head chefs (a father and his two sons) about texture, color, and depth of flavors; visits to a bounteous produce farm, a local vineyard, and a massive cheese cave (where “each cheese has its moment of truth”); and waitstaff meetings focused on individualized customer preferences and food plating at a performance-art level. In his trademark style, Wiseman patiently illuminates the restless creativity of this culinary family as they experiment with dishes, methods, and ingredients — keeping their haute cuisine anchored in tradition while brilliantly evolving.

2023 240 min. USA – 3 Star LLC and Zipporah Films, Inc. with English subtitles